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Top 6 ways Patdek benefits you 
 

1    It was designed by patent attorneys with the end result to clients in mind – and a focus   
   on how to help you work better..

 

2    It boosts your efficiency by including every database you need to search in 
   one place. Not even the USPTO allows this.

 

4    It surfaces the full universe of potential documents, so you get the full picture.

 

5    It automatically captures a document’s importance, history, and context – and 
   presents it all in one simple interface.

 

6    It manages all relevant documents seamlessly – no more downloading 
   and attaching bulky files to emails.

“ ”

Ready to learn more? 
Visit patdek.com and 
subscribe for updates
703.962.7850  |  team@patdek.com 
 
3140 Washington Blvd, Ste 209, 
Arlington, VA 22201

patdek.com

As a patent attorney, I always had trouble getting the client on the 
same page as I was – literally and figuratively. I always needed an easy way 
to search USPTO records efficiently. I also struggled to manage and then 

reuse the documents I found while still being able to communicate 
them to my clients. We designed Patdek with this in mind.

Jay Guiliano
Patdek co-founder
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That’s 3 billion pages of 
information, any of which 
could potentially affect 
your client.
Patdek is the smart way for patent law professionals 
to find, markup, and share information. 
Using Patdek’s software platform, you can: 

•  Find all of the research you need to formulate 
advice and counsel

•  Extract the relevant details, while keeping the 
full context at hand

• Deliver it to clients for easy review

We’ve consolidated all available patent-related 
information into a single, searchable platform. 
We’ve combined streamlined document access 
with the tools you need to manage those 
documents, share them with clients, and provide 
the advice and counsel they need to make 
informed decisions.

Patdek automatically captures what was important 
in a document, so you can find it again; tracks 
who you shared it with; stores how that document 
relates to every other USPTO document – and 
presents it all in one simple interface.

And because it fits right in with what you already 
do, Patdek is the easy upgrade that will set your 
patent law practice apart. 

The United States Patent and Trademark 
Office has hundreds of millions of 
documents, spread across half a dozen 
disparate systems.

Your Workflow Today Your Workflow with Patdek

Highlight and Share in Seconds

Turn research into actionable information with 
Patdek’s unique markup and share functions.
Document management is built in, so you can 
focus on what’s important.Your client.
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